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Abstract. The growing adoption of IT systems to support business activities has
made available huge amount of data, that can be used to monitor the actual exe-
cution of business processes. However, in many real settings, due to the different
degrees of abstraction between business and technological layers and to informa-
tion hiding, the potentiality of this data cannot be fully exploited. The PROMO

tool, grounded on reasoning services, aims at reconciling the technical and the
business layer, in order to enable the effective monitoring and analysis of busi-
ness process instances in the face of abovementioned issues.

1 Introduction

Nowadays, huge quantities of data are made available by the growing capability of In-
formation Technology (IT) systems to trace and store business service and application
execution information. The potentiality of this data is enormous from a business point
of view, as it makes it possible (i) to observe the current evolution of ongoing pro-
cesses; (ii) to provide statistical analysis on past executions; (iii) to detect deviations of
real process executions from ideal process models (as envisaged in [1]); (iv) to identify
performance-specific or instance-specific problems; and hence also to improve busi-
ness process models based on analyses, deviations, bottlenecks and problems detected
inspecting real process executions. Indeed, a variety of Business Intelligence tools have
been proposed, even by major vendors, that aim at supporting business activity mon-
itoring (BAM) to different extent; for instance, Engineering’s eBAM [5], Microsoft’s
BAM suite in BizTalk [4], Oracle’s BAM [6], Polymita, WebSphere [7], to name a few.

However, business activity monitoring must deal with a significant difficulty, i.e.,
the gap existing between the business and the technological (IT) level. Indeed a perfect
mapping between modeled and IT-traced processes does not exist in the vast majority
of cases. For example, observation of process execution often brings (e.g., because of
manual activities or paper-based documentation) only partial information in terms of
which process activities have been executed and what data or artifacts they have pro-
duced so far. Moreover, even when IT information exists, it is not easy to associate it to
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a specific process instance execution. Indeed, IT-services can be shared among several
process classes and instances, and the traced information can be hard to disambiguate.
To the best of our knowledge, none of the aforementioned current approaches has com-
pletely tackled the above issues, rather relying on the strong simplifying assumption
that the business analyst can link directly IT information to business process activities.

In this demo we present PROMO1, a software tool which, exploiting reasoning ser-
vices, aims at reconciling the technical layer and the business one to enable the effective
monitoring, analysis and querying of business processes.

2 PROMO Approach and Tool

PROMO aims at providing a collaborative (involving domain experts and IT experts)
approach to model, monitor and analyze business processes, filling the unavoidable gap
existing between business and IT layers. To this purpose PROMO introduces an inter-
mediate layer (see Figure 1), which enables the communication between the business
and the technological one through an intermediate model. Such a model, able to for-
malize the relationships between the business models and the information extracted at
IT level, relies on the integrated representation of all the information collected about
the process execution (named IT-trace).

Fig. 1. PROMO overview

To accomplish its goal, PROMO integrates a modeling component and a monitor-
ing component. At the business level, the modeling component provides MOKIPRO, a
customized version of the MediaWiki-based2 tool MOKI [3] for the process and ontol-
ogy editing, which allows domain experts to design the business process control flow,
as well as the associated data representation and manipulation (by the process activi-
ties). MOKIPRO (i) customizes the ORYX editor3 for the BPMN modeling of business
processes and related data structures (see Figure 2); (ii) allows domain experts to spec-
ify the data structure and, for each process activity, the data that it creates or shows.

1 A video of the demo is downloadable from
https://dkmtools.fbk.eu/moki/icsocVideoDemo.zip

2 http://www.mediawiki.org
3 http://bpt.hpi.uni-potsdam.de/Oryx/

https://dkmtools.fbk.eu/moki/icsocVideoDemo.zip
http://www.mediawiki.org
http://bpt.hpi.uni-potsdam.de/Oryx/
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Fig. 2. Process modeling in PROMO

At the IT-level PROMO provides (i) mapping and monitoring editors that allow IT
experts (taking advantage of the domain experts modeling) to specify, respectively, ag-
gregation/monitoring rules and the relationships between business models and the infor-
mation extracted at IT level; and (ii) a KPI-editor for the definition of interesting KPIs
to be monitored. In detail, the DomainObject language [2] is used for defining map-
ping properties, an ad-hoc rule language for the monitoring rules, while business KPIs
are defined as SPARQL [8] queries. It is possible for example to monitor how many
times process instances deviate from the “prescribed” behavior or a specific branch of
the model is executed, as well as the average time required for the process execution.

Fig. 3. Monitoring IT events in PROMO

At run-time, whenever an IT-level event occurs, the monitoring component captures
and takes care of it. In detail, the event is managed by the monitoring engine, which,
based on the specification and rules defined at design-time, correlates and aggregates
events, produces new control events, monitors and maps the events to the corresponding
one(s) at the business layer and eventually produces the IT-trace. Figure 3 shows a list
of events monitored (and produced) by the monitoring engine in a specific scenario,
which will be used in the demo.
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The information in the IT-trace, which in many cases is only partial with respect to
a complete execution flow of a designed process model, is hence passed to a reasoning
engine, which reconstructs missing information by applying model-driven satisfiability
rules. The reconstructed IT-trace is finally recorded in a semantic-based store to be
monitored at business level (according to the KPIs defined at designed time), or queried
(according to queries defined by domain experts), by the BP monitoring and analysis
component. For example, specific queries investigating the number of times in which a
business activity is executed by a given actor instance, or in which the activity provides
as output a data structure field with a given value, can be formulated.

3 PROMO Application

The PROMO tool has been applied, among other case studies, to an e-government one:
the Italian Birth Management procedure, characterized by a process containing 4 pools,
18 activities, 21 gateways, and 13 data structures (including in total 75 distinct fields).
Our demo will showcase PROMO on this case study.

At design time, domain experts and IT experts model the control flow (Figure 2
depicts the initial part of the Municipality pool), data structure and manipulation by
activities, as well as mapping definition and monitoring rules for the case study.

As an example, consider when, at run-time, a MunicipalityLogging event is registered
by the services at the IT layer, captured and analyzed by the monitoring engine. Then,
when another event related to the same process instance (e.g., RegisterDataMunicipality)
occurs (see Figure 3), the monitoring engine correlates and aggregates them, generating
a new IT event (MunicipalityRegistrationCompleted), used for IT-level monitoring. Further,
the (partial) IT-trace is generated and passed to the reasoning engine, which tries to re-
construct missing information according to the process model. For instance, the reason-
ing engine, aware of the process model control flow, can infer that the execution went
through either the ReceiveParentMunicipalityRecord or the ReceiveAPSSMunicipalityRecord
activity. Moreover, knowing the data associated with the two received events (the data
structure associated to the MunicipalityLogging activity does not contain the Fiscal Code
CF, while the one associated to the RegisterMunicipalityData activity does), as well as
the activities in charge to create or show them, the reasoning engine can infer that the
process execution actually went through the GenerateCFMunicipality activity. The recon-
structed trace is finally recorded by the storing component and the related KPIs updated.
Among the predefined KPIs of this case study, for instance, there is the number of times
in which the CF field has been filled by the Municipality rather than by another actor of
the procedure and the average time required to complete the whole birth practice.
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